
Name: _____________________________________

Chapters 11 - 12

 

  1.   What did John accidentally do to his mother? 

a.  made her sick b.  turned her into chocolate

c.  made her angry d.  ruined her food

  2. When the chocolate store reappeared what was unusual about its windows?

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

  3. Explain what gave John the ability to find the coin.

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

  4. Part of John's sickness was cured when he started to show...

a.  concern for others. b.  fear of the disease.

c.  chocolatitus d.  a dislike for chocolate.  

  5. Do you think John will eat as much chocolate now? Why or why not?

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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 ANSWER KEY

Chapters 11 - 12

 

  1.   What did John accidentally do to his mother?  b 

a.  made her sick b.  turned her into chocolate

c.  made her angry d.  ruined her food

  2. When the chocolate store reappeared what was unusual about its windows?

When the chocolate store reappeared it had all of the items that John had turned to 

chocolate hanging in its windows.

  3. Explain what gave John the ability to find the coin.

John had the ability to find the coin because only greedy people could see that 

kind of money.

  

  4. Part of John's sickness was cured when he started to show...  a

a.  concern for others. b.  fear of the disease.

c.  chocolatitus. d.  a dislike for chocolate.  

  5. Do you think John will eat as much chocolate now? Why or why not?

I do not think John will eat as much chocolate now because John has learned his 

lesson.  He was aware of how much his chocolate eating was upsetting his mother and 

father, and he now knows he needs to think of other people instead of satisfying only

his needs.  I think John also realized that your body misses healthy foods if you never 

eat them, and he now understands that they too can be enjoyable. 

(Answers will vary)
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